Device Video Connections at the GSD

**HDMI:** This is the video input standard at the GSD. If you have this port, no adapter is necessary.

**Mini DisplayPort/Thunderbolt 2:**
Found on Macs made from 2008-2016. Still common on many PC models as well. Use the Mini DisplayPort to HDMI adapter.

**USB-C/Thunderbolt 3:**
New connector type, found on newer MacBook Pros, MacBooks and PCs. Use the USB-C to HDMI adapter.

**DisplayPort:**
Found on higher-end PC laptops. Use the DisplayPort to HDMI adapter.

**Mini HDMI:**
Smaller version of HDMI found on some PC laptops. Use the Mini HDMI to HDMI adapter.

**Micro HDMI:**
Even smaller version of HDMI usually found on smartphones and tablets. Use the Micro HDMI to HDMI adapter.